Name: _________________________________
2016–2017 Mathematics Teacher: ____________________________

Summer Review for incoming
Calculus CP students
Please complete this review packet for the
FIRST DAY OF CLASS.

The problems included in this packet will provide you with the
opportunity to practice the mathematical skills you have learned
throughout the current school year and will help you to be prepared
for the concepts you will learn in Calculus CP next school year.
You are responsible for ALL the concepts covered in the packet.
If you do not remember how to complete a problem, look it up in
your notes or online. If you should misplace this packet, you can
find a copy posted on the district website:
http://nbhs.northbranfordschools.org/

A quiz will be given on the material within the first week of
classes.

You will receive a homework grade on this packet based on the
following criteria:
● Work is received on the first day of class
● All problems are completed
● All work is shown

Evaluate the following expression for the given value(s). Reduce to lowest terms if
possible.

1.

2.

Simplify.
3.

4.

Simplify each expression. Use only positive exponents.

5.

6.

7.

Factor each polynomial.
8.

9. 3x2 − 4x − 15

10.

11.

Multiply.
12.

13.

Convert to radical form and evaluate each expression.
3

14. 25− 2

15.

Convert to rational exponent form.
16.

17.

Multiply or divide.

18.

19.

20. Solve the following quadratic equations.
a)

b)

c)

 d)

e)

21. Rationalize the denominator.

a)

b)

22. Complete the unit circle below by writing in the specific points, angle measures in
radians, and angle measures in degrees.

23. Find the exact value for each of the following using the unit circle.
a. sin ( π4 )

b. tan ( π2 )

c. sec (240)

d. cos ( 5π3 )

e. sin (12π)

f. tan ( 7π4 )

g. csc ( π4 )

